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Sarah: “I knew it.”

Sonia Contacts Sarah

Sonia Rinaldi (left) with
Sarah Estep

In late February, Brazilian ITC
researcher and long-time friend
of Sarah Estep, Sonia Rinaldi,
asked her contact in spirit, Mr.
German, if it was possible to
contact Sarah. Sonia received
about ten replies from him.
First, just as she started to record, an EVP was received that
shows he knew she wanted
news on Sarah:

Sonia: “thanks for cooperating…”
Sonia: “What would you like to say to Becky?”
Sarah: “My girl !”
Sonia: “How are things there?”
Sarah: “You hear a voice singing, thank you.”
Sonia: “Bye…”
Sarah: “Now good-bye.”
[Editors Note: Members Debbie Caruso, Margaret
Downey, Gail Gregory, Neil Kiernan, Dave Mierzwinski,
Christine Jenkins, Richard Shenk and Vicki Talbott have
also received messages when they have asked for Sarah.]
Update: Becky Estep has listened to Sonia’s recordings
and told us that “ I hear my mother’s voice in some of
the messages.”

Mr. German: “Cê pergunta pela Sarah!”
Translated: “You ask for Sarah.”
Then he says that she rested after she left her physical
body and is now recovered:
Mr. German: “Desperta do passagem!”
Translation: “(she) woke up from the transition.”
Then Mr. German tells Sonia that Sarah is there and will
speak and also calls her in Portuguese, “A divine sister.”
After Mr. German closes, the voice of an older lady comes
through in Portuguese saying, “She will speak.” And then
“I will get the telephone.” Sonia wonders if this was a
person escorting Sarah or is it possible that this was already
Sarah and she could speak to Sonia in Portuguese. Sonia
says that she really has no idea. The messages then began
coming in English and Sonia sent them to us to verify. We
were amazed, especially at the first three messages, because we were able to recognize the voice of Sarah! We
have posted the first 3 messages on the website at
aaevp.com (Look in the “Changes” box).
Here are some of the messages that came through:
Sonia: “Hi Sarah...”
Sarah: “I hear.” (or, “I am here.”)
Sonia: “Are you hearing me?”
Sarah: “You talk to me.”
Sarah: “I am here on the phone.”
Sonia: “(Imagine) how glad they will be to listen to you”
Sarah: “I phoned to you!”
Sarah: “I beg you hear my baby.” (or, “my Becky”?)
Sarah: “I am here, Sonia.”
Sonia: “Are you with Charlie?”
Sarah: “Confirm, I thank you.”
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